At Home Invitation

Before you begin, find a comfortable place to sit, perhaps near a window, or on a balcony.   Set yourself up with your favorite houseplant.  If indoors, and you can,  open the window and feel the air on your face.  Listen to the sounds both near and far.  Make sure you are nice and comfortable.  Close your eyes and feel your breath moving in and out of your body.  Stay here for a few moments and just notice.  When you are ready, use the invitations to guide you.
1.  Observe the houseplant for 20 minutes.  Feel free to lighly touch and smell your plant.  What do you notice?
2.  Looking out the window,  notice any trees or shrubs.  Imagine there is no physical distance between you and the tree.  Imagine you are able to explore the tree the same way you did with your plant.  Using your imagination, do this for 20 minutes.  What do you notice?
3.  Whisper a message to your plant.  I wonder, does it whisper back?  Sit with your plant for 15 minutes and share a story.  What do you notice?
4.  Gazing out the window, look up at the sky.  Watch the sky for movement for 20 minutes.  What do you notice?

Feel free to repeat this daily.  I wonder as the days go on, what do you notice?  Maybe write about it, or share your noticings with a friend via phone or email or skype.  Maybe even bring your favorite cup of tea to enjoy at the end of the invitations.  

Thank you for joining this invitation into nature connection.  Sign up for more nature invitations or view upcoming events at gracefulroots.ca.  I would love to hear how these invitations worked for you.  Please feel free send me an email to share what you noticed.  allison@gracefulroots.ca

May you find comfort during this time of transition
Humbly,
Allison


